


Crown Chaser: 
Dive into the Action

Crown Chaser blends tower defense and
real-time strategy within an immersive
ecosystem. 

Collect unique cards to join thrilling battles
and unlock strategic advantages.

Equip your cards with powerful items from
collected materials.
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thrilling battles 
Await you

Engage in strategic 1v1 clashes or team up for dynamic 2v2
action, with a friend or a randomly paired ally.

Upon entering the match, you’ll find yourself in the heart of
the arena, where victory hinges on your ability to outsmart

your opponents.

Get your victory by demolishing all three of your
opponent's towers for an outright win, or destroy more

towers than them before time runs out.
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Master your Deck

To begin, gather a deck of 8 Cards. Find your
cards by buying packs or choosing them from
the marketplace.

Every card starts at level 1. Make your cards
stand out by upgrading them. 

Cards come in 4 rarities:

The difference in rarities lies in
their bonuses, not in gameplay
advantages. Higher rarity
doesn’t guarantee a win.
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You can get the same card in different rarities. The rarity
affects the card's appearance (skin) and its earning
bonus.

Cards of Rare rarity and higher are NFT tokens on the
blockchain. Obtain a deck of at least 8 Rare (or higher)
cards to unlock the play-and-earn feature.

Cards are in limited supply. Each season introduces
unique cards in the packs. Cards from past seasons
are available only on the marketplace.

Card Packs
Unlock new cards with Card Packs, available directly from Crown
Chaser. Choose from four sizes, each pack delivering 5 cards.
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Marketplace
Trade your cards with ease in the economy led
by players like you. 

A 5% royalty fee on each sale fuels the growth
of our ecosystem, ensuring a thriving and
dynamic game world.

We share success with our community. A
portion of the earnings is distributed as
communal treasure, benefiting all $CPG holders.
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Every player starts with a daily energy limit of 20, used to participate in the game. Spend energy to
earn $CUC with your victories.

Once your energy depletes, you’ll still earn Crowns from games, keeping the rewards coming.

Power Up with Energy

WITH
ENERGY

$CUC
CROWNs

EXP

CROWNs

WITHOUT
ENERGY

 Rewards Breakdown:
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Dual Token Tokenomic

Crown Precious Gem ($CPG)
the Main token 
of Crown Chaser

$CPG features a fixed token supply. Once the
final token is earned, no additional tokens will

be created.

$CPG holders gain entry to the council,
dedicated to overseeing community treasures.

The council's role extends to making key
decisions regarding card balance and the

direction of game development.

Crown Utility Coin ($CUC) 
utility token 

of Crown Chaser

$CUC is designed with an unlimited supply,
exclusively minted through gameplay in Crown

Chaser.

Victorious players earn $CUC based on their
win bonus. To qualify for $CUC rewards,

players must meet certain criteria. Decks
containing only basic cards are Ineligible for

token rewards.
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PLAY A
MATCH

ACHIEVEMENTS
GUILD UPGRADE

TOURNAMENTS

IN-GAME SHOP

BATTLE PASS

 SPENT $CUC
(100% TOKEN BURN)

 $CUC 
IN-GAME
WALLET
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EARN
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- $CPG fee

MATCH
CONDITION

HAVE 
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lose
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 EXCHANGE 

COMMUNITY
TRESAURE

CROWNS
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LEADERBOARD SPECIAL EVENTS

UPGRADE CARDS

-

MARKETPLACE

ENERGY REFILL

QUESTS

TOURNAMENTS

 $CPG
HOLDERS

BUILD 
A DECK

CORE GAMEPLAY
CROWNS

EXPEXP

 $CPG
IN-GAME
WALLET

win no

yes
CROWNS

EXPEXP
-

-

-

-

-

-

buy card

sell card

royal fees
control

META

Game core loop

Governance token
and treasury

Token drains

Market Makers and
Wallets

Token source

LEGENDGAME LOOP AND ECOSySTEM ECONOMY



hero upgrade
To elevate your card's prowess to the next level, combine two identical cards, matching in both level
and rarity alongside a sprinkle of $CUC and $CPG. This fusion births a new, more powerful card, while
the merged cards are removed from circulation, narrowing the card supply.

$cuc+ =2 cards
same level

$cpg+ 1 card
one level

higher

Cards and $CUC used will be burned % goes to
community

treasure
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Earn rewards from matches that
take place in your arena.

Brand your arena with the name
and color of your guild

The arena is where all the battles happen in
Crown Chaser, similar to a sports stadium.
Players can own an arena to earn rewards from
it.

Each arena is unique. Owning an arena isn't
necessary to play the game, but it comes with
great benefits:

arena
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Crown Chaser is all about competition, making leagues an
essential part of the game. With various leagues and sub-
leagues, your position is determined by a crown system:
more crowns mean a higher league. And being in a higher
league increases your rewards for winning.

Earn crowns by winning matches,
but be aware, losing matches could
cost you crowns.

leagues
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Joining a guild introduces a key social element to the game,
offering numerous benefits to players. 

Guild owners can monitor the guild's
progress and individual contributions
to its success.

owners have the unique ability to
customize and assign decks to
members, establishing a "Scholarship"
system.

Guilds & Scholarships
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Deck Rarity League Standing Guild Level

bonuses
Bonuses play a crucial role in determining the amount of Crown Utility Coin ($CUC) players earn

from each victory. Players can increase their bonuses through three main perks:
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1 2 3

Each season culminates in a global leaderboard, with rankings based on the most crowns earned.
The top 1000 players will receive $CPG rewards, scaled by their ranking. The higher the rank, the

greater the reward.

Tournaments & Leaderboards
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Throughout the year, players will experience multiple seasons, each lasting several months. With each
season, exclusive card packs tailored to that period will be available for purchase. The card pack contents will

evolve with the seasons, introducing new cards and retiring the old ones. Cards from previous seasons can
only be acquired through the marketplace.

In addition to fresh card packs, each season will usher in exciting updates:

New game
mode

New
features

New 
heroes

New 
arena

Seasons of Change
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Free To Play 
Joining the adventure in Crown Chaser doesn't
require any purchase. A free basic pack is available
to all players, ensuring everyone can dive into the
game and start their journey.
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